DOCOMO ASIA to release IoT Solution Platform
- Improving the operations of Japanese manufacturing companies
within Southeast Asia, contributing to production efficiency SINGAPORE, MAY 10, 2018 ---NTT DOCOMO ASIA Pte. Ltd. announced that it
will commence services of IoT Solution Platform within Southeast Asia today. This
service consists of IoT specialized software, jointly developed by DOCOMO ASIA
and APPLIED TECHNOLOGY CO. LTD., which would be installed within the cloud, a
network (Mobile Network, LPWA etc), to “visualize” data collected from several
sensors, improving the operations of various industries such as manufacturing
industry, contributing to the production efficiency.
With APPLIED TECHNOLOGY’s IoT advanced software development capabilities in
specializing in the manufacturing industry and its problem-solving consultations
from the customer’s perspective and NTT DOCOMO group’s IoT services for various
industries acquired for long time, DOCOMO ASIA delivers this IoT Solution Platform
to the customers.
This service has been adopted by MATSUI MFG CO., LTD, which accounts for a
large share in the plastic molding equipment’s global market.
As a partner of B2B2X of the Japanese companies in Southeast Asia, DOCOMO
ASIA and APPLIED TECHNOLOGY will continue to work alongside with customers to
create new value through providing IoT solutions.

For details of the service, please refer to the attachment.

Attachment Outline of DOCOMO ASIA’s IoT Platform
１．Main Features
・Provides a one-stop service from communication device to software
・Provides services at a reasonable price without capital investment
・Ensures high security and secure cloud service
・Provides the same service within Southeast Asia
２．Usage image (Plastic Molding Production Site)
<Improving Efficiency of Production Cycle>

３．Service charge
Initial Cost
Items
Initial Cost

Contents
Costs of set-up in server

Communication Communication modem device、Antenna、
Modem
Running Costs

AC power supply

・Service usage fee（Mobile network usage included）
※Please contact us for details of the usage fee

4. Service Launch Date
May 10, 2018
5. For further information, please contact:
DOCOMO ASIA
(IoT Team Ms. Tokunaga or Ms. Sarah)
+65-6805-0541
corporate-sales@docomo-asia.com
<Web site>
APPLIED TECHNOLOGY
(Solution Division Mr.Yamaoka)
+81-6-6373-5032
ogi_iot_pf@apptec.co.jp
<Web site>
http://www.apptec.co.jp/request/index.html
＜DOCOMO ASIA＞

NTT DOCOMO ASIA Pte. Ltd. (UEN number: 201228945N),a Singapore-based
subsidiary of NTT DOCOMO, provides mobile solutions and conducts research
aimed at developing new business opportunities in Singapore and neighboring
countries in Asia. Based on shared values with NTT DOCOMO, NTT DOCOMOASIA is
challenging new frontiers in collaboration with business partners, by driving
forward with global ICT-related solutions that change the way people work. For
more information, please visithttp://www.docomo-asia.com/index_en.html.
＜APPLIED TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD＞

APPLIED TECHNOLOGY Co. Ltd. provide engineering services in the fields of
manufacturing, civil engineering and construction, BIM, CIM, disaster prevention
and mitigation, environment, CAD and GIS. We address customer wishes from the
customer's viewpoint with professional analyze, technical knowledge, analysis
ability, AI, IoT, and various advanced technologies. For more information, please
visit http://www.apptec.co.jp/ or contact for us.

